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Last class

MTM adjustments is based on settle prices

Commercials and non-commercials
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Futures Pricing, Theory, and Mechanics
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Let’s get to pricing

I From our previous discussion, at least two different sets of prices for the same
commodity emerged:

I Cash (spot) prices
I Futures prices

Today we’ll cover one of the most widely models that describe the relationship
between cash and futures prices

I Futures markets reveal information about spot prices in the future

I Futures prices today indicate the price people expect to prevail for the
commodity at the delivery date specified in the contract

I Question:

I How do you know whether futures prices are “correct”?
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Cash vs futures prices

Quotes for WTI crude oil and corn futures on 01/26/2018

Contract WTI Crude Oil ($/barrel) Corn ($/bushel)
Cash 66.75 (Cushing, OK) 3.35 (central IL)
March’18 66.14 3.56
May’18 65.67 3.65
July’18 64.76 3.73
September’18 63.65 3.81
December’18 62.14 3.89

I Futures markets can exhibit either normal or inverted prices

I In a normal market, prices for more distant futures are higher than
those for nearby futures (the market is in contango)

I In an inverted market, distant futures prices are lower than those of
contracts nearer to expiration (the market is in backwardation)
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More structure: defining commodities

I Storable/Non-storable commodities

- storable: corn, crude oil
- non-storable: live cattle, electricity
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The cost-of-carry model

I For storable commodities traders can carry the physical commodity

I from today to the next delivery month
I from one delivery month to a more distant delivery month

I There is a cost of carrying or holding the physical commodity (cost of carry,
or carrying charges)

I There are four types of carrying costs

I Storage costs (e.g., warehouse fees)
I Insurance costs (e.g., wheat insured against water)
I Transportation costs
I Financial costs
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The cost-of-carry model (2)

I Example: you want to buy corn today and sell it in May

I Cash price of corn today = $3.35/bu
I Current interest rate = 5%

I You borrow money today at 5% to be in 3 months

I Financial cost = 3.35× 5%
12 =$0.014/bu/month

I You buy corn in the cash market today with the borrowed money and store
your corn until May

I Storage cost = $0.05/bu/month
I Insurance cost = $0.002/bu/month
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The cost-of-carry model (3)

I Assuming no transaction costs (you are going to sell in your local cash
market), the cost of carry is:

I Financial: $0.014/bu/month×3 months = $0.042/bu
I Storage: $0.05/bu/month×3 months = $0.15/bu
I Insurance: $0.002/bu/month×3 months = $0.006/bu
I Total: $0.198/bu

I In May you will try to sell your corn for at least $3.35/bu+$0.198/bu =
$3.548/bu

I This price, $3.548/bu, is the full-carry price (= cash price + cost of carry)

I When the futures price is equal to the full-carry price, we say that the market
is at full-carry
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The cost-of-carry model (4)

Main model prediction:

I The futures price must equal the cash price plus the cost of carrying the
commodity forward to the delivery date of the futures contract

F0,t = S0(1 + C) (1)

where

F0,t = the futures price at t = 0 for delivery at time = t
S0 = the cash price at t = 0
C = the cost of carry, expressed as a fraction of the cash price, necessary
to carry the commodity forward from the present to the delivery date on
the futures

I In continuous time, F0,t = S0e
ct or F0,t = S0e

(r+u)t, where c is the marginal
cost of carry, r is the interest rate, and u is the marginal storage cost
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The cost-of-carry model (5)

I What if F0,t 6= S0(1 + C)? Arbitrage opportunity arises!

I Arbitrage is when you trade/market on price differences

I Crosses state border to buy booze on side with lower-taxed alcohol, resell
back in home state

I Crosses Canadian border to buy cheaper maple syrup and resell in the U.S.

I (Could call these smuggling as well)
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I What if F0,t 6= S0(1 + C)? Arbitrage opportunity arises!

I If F0,t > S0(1 + C), there is a cash-and-carry arbitrage opportunity
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I If F0,t < S0(1 + C), there is a reverse cash-and-carry arbitrage opportunity
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The cost-of-carry model (6)

I The distant futures price must equal the nearby futures price plus the cost of
carrying the commodity from nearby to the distant delivery date

F0,d = F0,n(1 + C), d > n (2)

where

F0,d = the futures price at t = 0 for delivery at time = d
F0,n = the futures price at t = 0 for delivery at time = n
C = the percentage cost of carrying the commodity from n to d

I Essentially, the “more nearby” futures acts as a spot price

I In continuous time, F0,d = F0,ne
ct or F0,d = F0,ne

(r+u)(d−n), where c is the
marginal cost of carry, r is the interest rate, and u is the marginal storage cost
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I What if F0,d 6= F0,n(1 + C)? Arbitrage opportunity arises!

I If F0,d > F0,n(1 + C), forward cash-and-carry arbitrage
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I If F0,d < F0,n(1 + C), forward reverse cash-and-carry arbitrage
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The cost-of-carry model (7)

I The relationship between cash price and futures price,

F0,t = S0(1 + C)

and the relationship between two futures prices,

F0,d = F0,n(1 + C)

were derived under the following assumptions

I No transaction costs
I Unrestricted short selling
I Equal borrowing and lending rates
I No limitations to storage
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The cost-of-carry model: Another prediction

I The cost-of-carry model implies that distant futures prices are always higher
than nearby futures prices, i.e., futures markets should be normal or in
contango (why????)

I How to explain inverted markets/backwardation?

I In inverted markets, there are no incentives to store the commodity. Why do
people still hold inventories?

I The answer (well, one answer): Convenience yield

I Convenience yield is the return to holding the physical commodity
I An asset has a convenience yield when you are willing to pay a premium

to hold the physical asset at a certain time
I Recall how we started the class: ownership implies a bundle of risks. But

ownership also has its benefits!
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Convenience yield: An example

I Assume that this is October and the cash price of soybeans is $6.0/bu.
Harvest is 1 month away and a trader owns 5,000 bushels of soybeans. The
futures price of soybeans for November is $5.5/bu.

I The market is in backwardation

I If the trader does not need the physical beans, he or she can sell the beans
and buy a NOV futures contract. This strategy will yield a profit of $0.5/bu
and save a month of carrying costs

I Clearly, only people with a business need for the beans, such as a food
processor, will hold them and derive a convenience yield

I Benefits from holding beans may include the ability to profit from temporary
shortages and the ability to keep a production process running
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Convenience yield: additional thoughts

I Convenience yield is inversely related to inventory levels

I When inventories are high, this suggests an expected relatively low
scarcity of the commodity today versus some time in the future

I Benefits from holding inventories?
I When inventories are low, we expect that scarcity now is greater than in

the future. People may want the physical commodity but can’t borrow it
from the future

I This sounds weird, but think about it: there isn’t oil now, there may be
in the future, but I can’t get it

I The benefits from holding inventories tend to be high

I Convenience yield is not observable in practice: how could you?

Option-inspired defition of conv. yield : the option of delaying consumption makes
the commodity price higher than the value of consuming all of it just now


